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To do this, we need to develop a special technology for the very rapid construction of premises right below the surface for housing and production purposes. It is also necessary to announce competitions for the creation of special systems for the thermal adaptation of such premises and individual space suits [8, 12]. In addition, on the same competitive basis, it is necessary to develop special systems of gravitational adaptation with a list of permanent necessary elements in spacesuits for long-term life.

The Main Astronomical Observatory of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine has been conducting research on the Moon, planets and planetoids for many decades. It deals with the problems of selenodesy, physics and dynamics of planetary atmospheres, detailed studies of large and especially interesting planetoids [4, 20, 21]. Also, the development of thermal engineering systems for terraforming planets and planetoids is underway [3]. It was our observatory that was one of the first in the world to start developing practical methods for creating astronomical observatories on the lunar surface. Here, the methods of astronomical observations from the surface and from the orbit of our natural satellite were also worked out [2, 5, 7]. This has now become one of the most important tasks in the field of planetary security and protection.

The authors have developed an effective technology for heating closed spaces under the surface of the Moon using special light "wells", by transferring solar heat under the surface [8, 11]. Such lens-mirror integral systems have been used on Earth for a long time. Such systems will be able to operate throughout the lunar day, tracking the movement of the Sun across the sky, and redirecting light rays to special heat storage systems located below the surface. This will make it possible to create special "heat accumulators" around the settlements under the surface and to heat the settlement bases throughout the moonlit night. Such systems will be able to provide comfortable temperatures for a biological life form of about +20°C and in a moonlit night.

In the very near future, it is necessary to announce international competitions for projects to turn the Moon...
into a specialized testing ground for the deployment and testing of especially important symbiotechnical systems for terraforming planets and planetoids of different scales. Such systems are required to provide reliable thermal and gravitational adaptation for long-term residence of people there. After that, in case of successful adaptation to the Moon, terraforming Mars, Mercury, and other planetoids will be a much easier task. After all, the basic principles of thermal adaptation there are the same as on the Moon, and the coefficients of gravitational adaptation are significantly lower. But without working out these systems on the Moon, it will be much more difficult for humanity to master other objects and volumes in the solar system.